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Abstract 
The length of a set of cycles of a graph G is the sum of the lengths of its cycles. Consider 
a family A, of n-element sets of cycles of G. Let c-(A,) and c+(A,) be the minimum and 
maximum lengths among all sets of A,, respectively. We say that A, has the cycle interpolation 
property (tip) if for every integer c between c- (A,) and c+ (A,), there exists in A, a set of length c. 
A graph G has the cycle basis interpolation property (chip) if the family of all cycle bases of 
G satisfies the tip. The main result of this paper shows that every maximal outerplanar graph 
has the chip. 
1. Introduction 
Let an undirected graph G = (V(G),E(G)) without loops and multiple edges have 
p vertices and q edges. A path from u to w is a sequence of distinct vertices and edges 
leading from u to w. A closed path is a cycle. A cycle is sometimes regarded as the set of 
its edges. The length ICI of a cycle C is the number of its edges (or vertices). A planar 
graph which can be embedded in the plane so that all its vertices lie on the boundary 
of its exterior region is said to be outerplanar. A graph G is homeomorphic from H if it 
is possible to insert vertices of degree two into the edges of H to produce G. Chartrand 
and Harary [l] proved the criterion of the outerplanarity which is analogous to the 
well-known theorem of Kuratowski. 
Theorem. A graph G is outer-planar ifand only ifit contains no subgraph homeomorphic 
from K4 or from K2,3. 
A graph G is said to be maximal outerplanar if by joining any pair of nonadjacent 
vertices by a new edge we destroy the outerplanarity of G. 
A graph with p vertices is pancyclic if it contains a cycle of length k for every k, 
3<k<p. 
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We shall say that a graph G is quasi-pancyclic if it contains a cycle of length k for 
every k, k-(G) < k 6 k+(G), where k-(G) is the minimum length of a cycle of G and 
k+(G) is the corresponding maximum value. 
The set S of all subsets of edges in a graph G is a vector space over the two-element 
field GF(2) with addition of elements in S defined as the symmetric difference of sets. 
For the symmetric difference of cycles we use the notation Cr 0 CZ, @ CC,. 
The subspace of S spanned by the cycles of G is called the cycle space of G, its 
elements are all the cycles and unions of edge-disjoint cycles of G. A cycle basis of G is 
defined as a basis for the cycle space of G which consists entirely of cycles. When G is 
connected, the dimension m = m(G) of the cycle space of G satisfies m = q - p + 1. If 
% = {Ci}l is a cycle basis, then for a cycle C of G, I(C) denotes the subset of I which 
generates C, i.e. C = @ Cic,(c) Cl. 
The following lemma states the well-known exchange property of cycle bases. 
Lemma 1. Let % = {Ci}l be a cycle basis of a graph G and C be a cycle not in %‘. Then 
W = %U {C} - {Cj} is a cycle basis of G for every j E I(C). 
The length of a set of cycles d = {Ci}J is the sum of the lengths of its cycles: 
We shall say that V is a minimum (maximum) cycle basis if % has the minimum 
(maximum) length among all cycle bases of G. 
Consider a family A, of n-element sets of cycles of G. Let c-(A,) and c+(A,) be the 
minimum and maximum lengths among all sets of A,, respectively. A, has the cycle 
interpolation property (tip) if for every integer c, c-(A,) < c < c+(A,), there exists in 
A, a set of length c. 
By B,, denote the family of all n-element sets of cycles of G. It is evident that a graph 
G is quasi-pancyclic iff B, has the tip. Proposition 2.1 of this paper characterizes sets 
of the maximum length among all sets of B,. 
We end Section 2 with the following Theorem. 
Theorem. In every quasi-pancyclic graph G the family B,, has the tip for each n, 
1 < n < t, where t is the total number of cycles of G. 
G has the cycle basis interpolation property (chip) if the set of all cycle bases of 
G satisfies the tip. 
The chip we consider in Section 3. Proposition 3.1 characterizes a maximum cycle 
.basis of a graph. Harary et al. [3] proved that the complete graphs and wheels satisfy 
the chip. The authors conjectured that some general results hold: 
Conjecture 1. Every 2-connected graph which has a triangle cycle basis has the chip. 
Conjecture 2. Every pancyclic graph has the chip. 
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A cycle graph of a planar graph G is G* - u*, where G* is the dual graph for G and 
u* is the vertex corresponding to the exterior region of G. 
Snake-graph S,, m 2 2, is a maximal outerplanar graph whose cycle graph is a path 
of m vertices. The snake-graphs form a family of graphs satisfying the chip (see [4]). 
In the present paper we obtain a more general result. Namely, we show (Theorem 
3.1) that every maximal outerplanar graph has the chip. Note that every maximal 
outerplanar graph satisfies the assumptions of the above conjectures. 
2. Sets of B, 
In this section we investigate extremum sets and the tip for the family B,,. We begin 
this section with properties of extremum sets of B.. 
Proposition 2.1. A,, has the maximum length among all sets of B,, ifand only iffor every 
cycle C E A,, and every one c’ $ A,, holds ICI 2 Ic’l. 
Proposition 2.2. If A,, .& E B,, have the maximum length then there exists a one-to-one 
mapping cp : JY, + AA such that 1 Cl = Irp(C)l for each C E A,. 
The proof of these propositions is based on the following principle. 
Principle. Let F = {r1,r2, . . . , r,} be a family of real numbers, where 
rl 2 r2 2 ... 2 r,. Then, for any integer n, 1 < n < m, the number 
S” = rl + r2 + .a-+ r, maximizes the sum S = ri, + ril + ...+ ri,, where 
1 < iI < i2 < --.< i, < m. 
The last theorem of this section states a relationship between the quasi-pancyclicity 
and the tip. 
Theorem 2.1. In every quasi-pancyclic graph G the family B,, has the tip for each n, 
1 < n < t, where t is the total number of cycles of G. 
This theorem is an immediate consequence of the following arithmetic proposition. 
Proposition 2.3. Consider the sequence CT = (aI, a2, . . . , a,) (t 2 l), where the ai are 
integers satisfying ai < Ui+ 1 < Ui + 1 (i = 1,2, . . ., t - 1). For any integer n (1 6 n 6 t) 
and any integer L: satisfying al + a2 + ... + a, < c < a,_,+, + a,-“+2 + -..+ a, (and 
only for these values of c) there are in c~ elements ail,ai,, . . . . ain (1 < iI < izs.. < i, < t) 
such that Ui, + Ui2 + ... + Uin = C. 
The proof of the above proposition we leave to the reader. 
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3. A family of graphs with the chip 
The aim of this section is to prove that every maximal outerplanar graph satisfies 
the chip. We begin by recalling some results (Theorems 1-3, Corollary 1) obtained by 
Stepanec [S]. 
Theorem 1. For any two cycle bases % = {Ci},, v’ = {CJ}J of a graph G there exists 
a one-to-one mapping cp : W + W’ such that Cp(Ci) = C; and j E J(Ci) for every i E I. 
Theorem 2. If cycle bases %? and %” of a graph G have the maximum length, then there 
exists a one-to-one mapping cp : %? + v’ such that ICI = [q(C)1 for each C E %. 
The next theorems use the following notations. An edge is said to be cyclic if it 
belongs to at least one cycle. Denote the set of all cyclic edges by E,. For an edge e E E, 
let C’(e) be a cycle of the maximum length containing the edge e. Denote the set of 
edges of C’(e) by E+(e). 
Theorem 3. For a graph G, let {e1,e2, . . . . ek} c E, such that e2 E E, - E+(eI), . . . . ek E 
E, - IJj: iE+ (ej). Then there exists a maximum cycle basis V of G containing all cycles 
C’(ej), j = 1,2, . . . . k. 
Corollary 1. If, in Theorem 3, k = m(G) then the cycles C+(eI), C+(ez), . . . . C+(eh) 
constitute a maximum cycle basis of G. 
Example 1. Let G = (V, E) be an outerplanar graph with the vertex set 
V= (uo,ul, . ..) u,_r}. Let the boundary of the exterior region be a cycle C: 
uo, x1, ul, . . . . u,_ 1,x,, u,, where u. = u,. Let {e2, e3, . . . , ek} be the set of all chords of C. 
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It is clear that k = m(G). For a chord ej = upvq (p < q) we have two cycles: 
c;: vp,x p+l,Vp+l, . . ..uq-l.Xq,Uq,ej,Vp 
and 
Suppose that there exists an edge x = v,v,, where p < s < q and q < r 6 n or 
0 < I < p. Like this we would have obtained a subgraph of G homeomorphic from &, 
which contradicts the outerplanarity of G. Hence if 1 C$I > 1 C; 1 then C+ (ej) = CJ, and 
if 1 C>I = ICY 1 then C’(ej) = C; or C+(ej) = Cy, where j = 2, . . . , k. Moreover, for an 
edge xi, 1 < i < n, we have C+(xJ = C. Therefore, by putting el = Xi (1 < i < n) we 
obtain cycles C+(el), C+(eJ, . . . , C+(e& which produce a maximum cycle basis of G. 
Now, using Theorem 1 we obtain for a cycle basis the result which is analogous to 
Proposition 2.1. 
Proposition 3.1. W = {Ci}l is a maximum cycle basis of G if and only iffor every cycle 
C$VandeveryoneCiEQ?suChthatiEZ(C)holdslCil>ICI. 
Proof. Suppose that there exist C $ V and Ci E V, where i E Z(C), such that I Gil < 1 Cl. 
By Lemma 1 a set ‘4” = %!? u {C} - {Ci} is a cycle basis satisfying I(V) > I(%‘). Thus, 
% is not a maximum cycle basis. 
Now assume that for all C $ % and Ci E %‘, where i E Z(C), holds I Gil 2 I CJ. 
Let v’ = {CJ}J be any cycle basis of G. It follows from Theorem 1 that there exists 
a one-to-one mapping cp : %” + ‘3 such that cp(CJ = Ci and i E Z(C;). If C; E ‘4Z then 
cp(Cj) = Ci = CJ, and for C$ $ V by assumption we have lCil 2 ICJI. Therefore, we 
obtain the inequality I(%) > I(%‘). Thus, V is a maximum cycle basis of the graph G. 
Our main theorem shows that a maximal outerplanar graph has the chip. For the 
proof of this theorem we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. In a maximal outerplanar graph G with the triangular cycle basis 
W = {Ci}, there exists a cycle of Fg having a path of length two in common with the 
boundary of the exterior region. 
The proof of this lemma we leave to the reader. 
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem of this paper. 
Theorem 3.1. Every maximal outerplanar graph satisjies the chip. 
Proof (By induction on the cyclomatic number of a graph). Assume that the theorem 
holds for the cyclomatic number m - 1; we shall prove it for m. 
Let the boundary of the exterior region be a cycle C: vo,xl,vl, . . . . u,_ 1,x., v, = u. 
and let the triangular cycle basis of the graph G be V = {C,, . . . , C,}. By e2, . . . , e,,, 
denote all chords of C. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that there exists a cycle of 9?, say C,, 
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having a path of length two in common with C. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that C, is a sequence: 
By removing the vertex v, _ i we obtain a maximal outerplanar graph G,, = G - v,_ 1 
with the boundary of the exterior region CO: vo,xl,ul, . . . , v,_~,~,,,,v,, = a0 and the 
triangular cycle basis ?Zo = { C1 , . . . , C,_ i}, which is a minimum cycle basis of length 
c-(Go) = 3(m - 1). Let %“(G,) = {C,‘(ei), C,‘(e,), . . . . C,‘(e,_i)} be a maximum 
cycle basis of Go, where el is an edge of Co distinct from e, (see Example 1). Denote the 
length of %‘(G,) by cf(Go). 
If ej = U,V, (p < 4) is a chord such that the cycles 
C$ Uo,xt,Ul,..., v,,ej,v,, . . . . v,-2,e,,v0 
and 
C;: Vp,Xp+l,~p+~~ -.., Vq,ej,Vp 
are of the same length, then we put C,’ (ej) = C;. 
It follows from the inductive hypothesis that for every integer c, 
c-(Go) < c d c+(Go), Go has a cycle basis of length c. By wp,(Go) denote a cycle basis of 
Go of length c for each c, c-(Go) < c < ct(Go). 
We now consider cycle bases of the graph G. It is clear that the triangular cycle basis 
of G has the minimum length c-(G) = 3m. Let c+(G) be the maximum length among 
all cycle bases of G. Using the inductive hypothesis we shall prove the chip for the 
graph G. Since edges x,_ 1 and x, are not in Go, a set %?JG,) u (C,} is a cycle basis of 
G, where c-(Go) < c < c’(G,). Thus, for every integer c, c-(G) < c d c’(Go) + 3, 
there exists a cycle basis of G of length c. 
We next show that every integer between ct(Go) + 3 and c+(Go) + 3 + k is 
the length of a cycle basis of G, where k is the number of cycles of V+(G,) containing 
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the edge e,. Without loss of generality we may assume that cycles C,‘(e,), 
Cg(eJ, . . . . C,’ (ek) contain e,. Let C’(e) denote a cycle of the graph G of the maximum 
length, containing the edge e. Let c,’ be the length of the cycle C’(e,). It is easily seen 
that C+(ei) = C,‘(eJ @ C, for i = 1, . . . , k. Let us adopt the following notation: 
%i+ = {C+(e& . . . . C+(ei), c,‘(ei+d, . . . . CO+@,-AC,), 
where i = 1, . . . , k. 
Since a chord eg 2 d j < m - 1, belongs only to one cycle (C+(eJ or C,’ (ej)) of the 
system C+(e& . . . . C+(eJ, C,‘(ei+i), . . . . C,’ (e,_ I), every linear combination of s cycles 
of this system contains s chords ek Because neither C+(el) nor C, contains chords ej, 
@a+ forms a cycle basis of G for each i, 1 < i < k. The length of %?: is c+(Go) + 3 + i, 
1 Q i Q k. Note that C’(ej) = C,‘(ej) for j = k + 1, . . . . m - 1. 
Therefore, we obtain 
%+ = {C+(e& . . . . C+(+), C+(ek+i), . . . . C+kl), C,}. 
It remains to prove that every integer between c+(Go) + 3 + k and c+(G) is the length 
of a cycle basis of G. This proof is based on the following observation. The edge 
e, belongs to exactly two triangles (C, and C,,) of the triangular cycle basis %Z of G. 
A chord ei, (ei, # e,) belongs to cycles Ci, and Ci, (Ci, E %?). Thus we obtain a cycle 
Cl, = Ci, @ Ci, of length 4 containing edge e,. Let the chord eil, eil # enr, be an edge 
of cycle C;,. The edge ei2 belongs to cycle Ci, of %. In view of the outerplanarity of 
G triangle Ci, has exactly one edge in common with C;,. Thus, C& = Ci, @ Ci, is 
a cycle of length 5 and contains the edge e,. 
We deduce from this construction that for every integer j, 4 6 j 6 c,’ , there exists in 
G a cycle Cj(e,) of length j containing e,. A collection %?$ = {C+(ei), . . . . C’(e,), 
C+k+i), . . . . C’(e,- I), Cj(e,)} of length c+(Go) + k + j, 4 6 j < ci, is a cycle basis of 
G, because the edge e, is only in one cycle Cj(e,) of %&. Note that %?pk+c& is a cycle basis 
of G of the maximum length c+(G) = c+(GJ + k + c,’ . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
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